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Prof Lewis Dartnell 

is an astrobiologist 

at the University  

of Westminster

Lewis Dartnell was reading… A Light Sail Astrobiology Precursor Mission 

to Enceladus and Europa by Manasvi Lingam, Adam Hibberd and Andreas 

M Hein Read it online at: arxiv.org/abs/2402.18691

CUTTING EDGE
Our experts examine the hottest new research

16 BBC Sky at Night Magazine June 2024

L
ight sails are a mainstay (if you’ll excuse 

WKH�QDXWLFDO�SXQ��RI�VFLHQFH�ƅFWLRQ��$UWKXU�

C Clarke’s classic short story Sunjammer

describes a space yachting race, The Mote 

in God’s Eye by Larry Niven and Jerry 

Pournelle has an alien probe propelled by a laser  

sail arriving in human space, and they feature  

in the Star Trek universe too. 

7KH�SULQFLSOH�LV�VLPSOH�HQRXJK��$�YHU\�ODUJH��

very thin and very lightweight sheet of shiny  

PDWHULDO�UHƆHFWV�SKRWRQV�RI�VXQOLJKW��7KURXJK�

the conservation of momentum, this makes it 

experience a force pushing it in the opposite 

GLUHFWLRQ��$OWHUQDWLYHO\��LI�\RX�ZDQW�WR�WUDYHO�RXW�RI�

the Solar System away from the Sun, you could build 

a base station with some colossally high-powered 

lasers to drive a light sail. In this way, a light sail is not 

blown by a wind but rides on radiation pressure. The 

effect is small, but it consumes no rocket fuel and 

can be exploited continuously for months or years to 

gently accelerate to considerable speeds. 

$QG�WKH�LGHD�LVQŝW�PHUHO\�VSHFXODWLYH��7KH�ƅUVW�

spacecraft to demonstrate solar sail technology  

ZDV�-DSDQŝV�H[SHULPHQWDO�VSDFHFUDIW�,.$526�

�,QWHUSODQHWDU\�.LWH�FUDIW�$FFHOHUDWHG�E\�5DGLDWLRQ�

of the Sun), which voyaged to Venus in 2010.

Sailing on a laser beam
Light sails may not require onboard fuel, but 
need support to venture away from the Sun

Laser-powered light sails are a particularly 

attractive prospect for sending probes to explore  

the outer Solar System. Compared to the traditional 

propulsion of rocket engines, they can be a much 

lower overall mass and thus expense, because they 

don’t have to carry lots of onboard fuel; and they 

RIIHU�PXFK�TXLFNHU�ƆLJKW�WLPHV�DV��DOWKRXJK�WKH�

acceleration is slower than traditional fuel, it can 

UHDFK�PXFK�KLJKHU�ƅQDO�YHORFLWLHV��

Fast lane to the gas giants
Manasvi Lingam, at the Florida Institute of 

Technology, and his two colleagues associated  

with the Initiative for Interstellar Studies in London 

(housed in the British Interplanetary Society building), 

have been investigating the practicalities of light sail 

probes to explore the icy moons of the gas giants. 

$VVXPLQJ�D�SUREH�PDVV�RI����NJ�����OE��DQG�D�OLJKW�

sail around 100 metres (328ft) across, Lingam’s team 

calculate such a spacecraft could be accelerated to 

over 100,000km/h (62,137mph) – able to reach 

Jupiter’s Europa in just one to four years, and Saturn’s 

Enceladus on a timescale of three to six years. By 

comparison, the Cassini–Huygens mission 

WRRN�RYHU�VL[�\HDUV�WR�Ɔ\�WR�6DWXUQ��

and required gravity assists from 

WZR�Ɔ\�E\V�RI�9HQXV��RQH�RI�(DUWK�

and another of Jupiter. 

The scheme would require 

the construction of a high-

powered laser array on Earth  

in the order of a gigawatt: 

roughly the output of a nuclear 

SRZHU�VWDWLRQ��$QG�WKHUHŝV�

another particular challenge: 

where such a large ground 

installation would need to be built. For 

propelling a light sail to Enceladus, because 

Saturn’s orbit around the Sun is inclined by 2.5° out of 

Earth’s orbital plane, the best location for the laser 

station so that it can continuously target the light 

sail would be at high latitude – either the far north  

or the far south. For launching a light sail probe to 

Saturn and Enceladus between 2043 and 2052, for 

example, the laser array would need to be built in 

$QWDUFWLFD��6R�ZKLOH�D�ODVHU�SRZHUHG�OLJKW�VDLO�PLJKW�

EH�SUDFWLFDO�LQ�VRPH�ZD\V��WKHUH�DUH�VRPH�GHƅQLWH�

problems to work out with such a system.

“Although  
the acceleration  

is slower than 
traditional fuel, 

laser-powered light 
sails can reach  

much higher final 
velocities”

Gargantuan lasers  

could propel a light sail 

probe to the moon  

Europa in just a year
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.18691



